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[Editor’s Note: This is part 1 of a series of articles on
Cognitive Biases and their impact on Litigation and Negotiation. Laura A. Frase, Of Counsel with Cantey Hanger
LLP in Dallas, serves as Negotiation/Settlement Counsel
for a number of her clients, having resolved thousands of
matters generating signiﬁcant cost savings. In addition to
her law degree from St. Mary’s School of Law, in 2013 she
earned a Master’s Degree in Dispute Resolution from
Southern Methodist University, concentrating on Negotiation. Ms. Frase is also a trained Mediator and serves as an
Adjunct Professor at UNT Dallas College of Law. She is
recognized as a Top Woman Lawyer in Texas and AV Peer
Preeminent rated. Any commentary or opinions do not
reﬂect the opinions of Cantey Hanger LLP or LexisNexis1
Mealey Publicationsä. Copyright # 2017 by Laura A.
Frase. Responses are welcome.]
We make decisions every day. With simple questions,
we normally rely upon intuition, feelings, instincts or
automatic reactions to make a decision (ex: do I turn
left or right?). Our brains make thousands, if not millions, of these types of decisions, with seemingly little
effort or analysis. ‘‘Judgment pervades human experience.’’1 These intellectual shortcuts save time, take less
effort and allow us to choose quickly. We do not take
the time, for example, to decide which foot to put
forward when we walk; we decide automatically or on
‘‘gut instinct’’. If we fully analyzed every simple decision, we would be paralyzed and unable to function in
our daily lives.
We traditionally believe that we make rational and
logical decisions; we ‘‘absorb information, process it,
and come up with an optimal answer of solution.’’2

Yet, the fact that we err is undisputed. Our missteps
sometimes come when we use these same intuitive
shortcuts (known as heuristics) to make complex decisions, particularly when we are dealing with uncertain
or unknown information. Countless qualitative studies
demonstrate that our ability to analyze intricate facts or
numbers is involuntarily thwarted by various cognitive,
social and emotional responses which may ultimately
force us toward illogical reasoning. As lawyers, we are
not immune. Why, for example, do some parties reject
generous offers? Why do we invest signiﬁcant resources
into ‘‘losing’’ cases? How does the ﬁrst demand, even if
it is outrageous, tilt negotiations? Why do our brains
play these games?
Psychological obstacles, or Cognitive Illusions/Biases,
are some of the causes of our errors. When we are
making decisions without all of the facts, particularly
while evaluating complex information and questions,
these biases ﬁll in the gaps of information for us, by
encouraging us to use emotions, instinct and intuition
rather than critical analysis. When we apply ‘‘causal
thinking inappropriately to situations that require statistical reasoning’’3 we miss details, overweigh the
importance of facts that support our client’s story and
allow our emotions to drive our thinking. These illusions or biases steer us away from the logical.
Cognitive Biases are ubiquitous. These reactions occur
subconsciously and in a split second. They inﬂuence
our assessment of risk, our evaluation of probability,
and our appraisal of the credibility of disputed facts,
all impacting our litigation/negotiation plans. Unique
to human thinking, these biases can play havoc with
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our decision-making process. Consequently, ‘‘. . .we
are the most advanced species in how elaborately and
extensively we can get things wrong.’’4 Cognitive biases
can impinge judgment to such an extent, without our
ever noticing, that we ﬁnally ask ‘‘where did we go
wrong?’’
There are hundreds of identiﬁed cognitive biases. In
this series of articles, I will introduce a few that occur
during case analysis and speciﬁcally during negotiations. I will also suggest tools to help overcome these
‘‘brain blunders.’’ Ultimately, the goal with this series is
to inspire further curiosity into a fascinating subject; the
beautiful complexity that is the human mind.
Confirmation Bias: Litigation and Negotiation
through Rose Colored Glasses

Our clients pay us to be right. We are asked to predict,
judge, and assess facts, ideally dispassionately. We are
objective when we need be and, at other times, are
zealous in our spin of the evidence. Which brings us
to one of the most common entries in the Cognitive
Bias catalogue: Conﬁrmation Bias. It is the ‘‘natural
tendency for people to search for and believe facts
that support their opinions and ignore facts that contradict their beliefs.’’5 In Conﬁrmation Bias, we fail to
search for and rely upon objective, evenly weighted,
evidence. Rather than test our theories or assumptions
critically, we instead seek, subconsciously, to prove
them, paying little attention to those facts that counter
our arguments.6 Thus, in Conﬁrmation Bias, we
may be less concerned with ‘‘ﬁnding the truth as
much as [we] are hell bent upon justifying [our] own
views and thoughts.’’7
This breakdown happens potentially in two scenarios:
ﬁrst, in the manner in which we search for information,
and second, the degree to which we rely on corroborating-only data. For a theory to work, a hypothesis must
be tested to see if it can be falsiﬁed; if it withstands the
effort, it will prove to be a solid.8 When researching any
new theory, the overwhelming volume of information
can, however, bog us down. ‘‘A systematic search
through the ‘whole universe’ for [data] that could
falsify the hypothesis can, from a pragmatic point of
view, scarcely be accomplished.’’9 So, in the name of
efﬁciency, we subconsciously gravitate toward conﬁrming-only information, since it supports our already
held assumptions and beliefs.10 This short-circuiting
approach hinders critical evaluation of facts, probability
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and case value.11 For example, we may give more credence to deposition testimony that agrees with our
client’s position than testimony that conﬂicts. We
may discount a particular expert’s theories because
they do not ﬁt with our views. By discounting or ignoring contradictory information, we may get a false sense
of the plausibility of our theories and trust that contrary
authority is minimal. ‘‘While there is nothing inherently wrong in seeking information to conﬁrm a
hypothesis, such an approach becomes problematic
when it is done at the expense of ignoring any other
possibility.’’12
Even if we succeed in ﬁnding balanced information,
Conﬁrmation Bias may still trip us up when we explore
the results, by giving greater weight and credibility to
the conﬁrming information we gathered. Contrasting
information is devalued or even wholly dismissed.
Additionally, we challenge the information differently;
conﬁrmatory evidence is more often ‘‘taken at face value
while potentially disconﬁrmatory evidence is subjected
to highly critical and skeptical scrutiny.’’13 This mistake
often occurs, for example, in the interpretation of scientiﬁc studies or state-of-the-art evidence - we magnify
studies that agree with our theories and demote others
as ‘‘junk science’’. We even cherry-pick statements from
within scientiﬁc studies or expert reports that support
our theories while dismissing the rest of the ﬁndings.
Or we may dismiss a good settlement offer because
we think our case is stronger than others would view
it. Similarly, we may recommend not trying a good
case because of reliance upon decades-old history
of high verdicts (that we easily recall) and do not consider demographic changes that could impact that
potential verdict.
Conﬁrmation bias is of signiﬁcant concern when
science is involved in litigation. For example, ‘‘scientists
may use a theory ‘to design experiments and analyze
data, and then interpret the results,’ in a rather circular
fashion, to conﬁrm the original theory. Furthermore,
scientists may work backward from a theory, never
actually conducting the necessary falsiﬁcation that the
true scientiﬁc process requires.’’14 One example of Conﬁrmation Bias in science played out in the infamous
study that attempted to connect autism to vaccines.15
Even in the face of overwhelming evidence to the contrary and the withdrawal of the study, vaccine-hesitant
parents became non-receptive to accurate evidence that
contradicted their already held beliefs.16 The bias is
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generally stronger when more emotionally valuable
beliefs are at stake. ‘‘Data relevant to a belief are not
processed impartially.’’17 It was as if they were blind to
the science.
Studies suggest that lawyers are particularly susceptible.
It is, after all, our job to marshal evidence that supports
our clients’ positions; we are actually encouraged
to engage in Conﬁrmation Bias.18 For example, we
may insist on more discovery then is actually needed
because we believe sheer volume makes the case stronger19 or clariﬁes a position we have already taken.20
Over-discovery may also occur because we are escalating our commitment to a particular strategy or course of
action, another consequence of Conﬁrmation Bias.21
Research has shown that such misguided efforts to
obtain only conﬁrmatory evidence also hardens our
conﬁdence in our strategies, often to the detriment of
us and our client.22 Even random, irrelevant evidence
can reinforce Conﬁrmation Bias.23 What is critical in
this process is our failure to regularly reevaluate the
evidence germane to our assumptions, even when we
recognize that our initial theories could be challenged.
We simply label those challenges as irrelevant.24 We
resist changing our stance because, after all, the ‘‘facts’’
back us up.25 Certainly, a zealous ‘‘magniﬁcation’’ of
the facts that support our client’s positions is vital when
advocating on their behalf. However, turning a blind
eye to the divergent facts can cause errors in the very
strategy we so enthusiastically promote.
Closely associated with Conﬁrmation Bias is Illusory
Correlation - seeing patterns where none exist.26 It is a
fundamental rule in science that correlation does not
equal causation. Yet in this form of Conﬁrmation Bias,
we overweigh the evidence that supports that cause/
effect relationship we desire or we arrive at conclusions
that simply are not warranted. For instance, we hear of a
story of a pit-bull dog that bit someone. We then
assume that all pit-bull dogs are vicious or that other
stories concerning dog bites automatically implicate pitbulls. If we want a relationship to exist, we give greater
credibility to those facts that support the pattern we
wish to see, and ignore those facts that don’t match
the pattern; even to the point of operating beyond
what logic justiﬁes.
Recognizing Confirmation Bias

To see if you are operating within Conﬁrmation Bias,
ask yourself this question: Do I want my particular
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theory/assumption/strategy to be true before I begin
my investigation? In a class room experiment at UNT
Dallas College of Law, I asked my students to look at
the number sequence 2, 4, and 6. They had to then
guess what sequence rule I had in mind by coming up
with other sequences that satisﬁed the rule. With each
turn they were told whether their proposed set satisﬁed
my rule and whether they had correctly guessed the
rule. Generally, the students assumed that the rule
involved even numbers so, invariably, they proposed
even number sequences but did not guess the rule correctly. It wasn’t until they started proposing a sequence
of numbers that disproved the various imagined rules
(such as 1, 3, 5 or 11, 10, 9) did the students ﬁnally
guess correctly that my rule was that the numbers
ascended. By attempting to prove a theory rather
than disprove it, they developed a form of tunnel vision
and it was harder to come up with the correct answer.
That is the essence of Conﬁrmation Bias.
Taking off the Glasses; Thwarting Confirmation
Bias

As part of this series, I will later write about general ways
to battle against various cognitive biases (‘‘de-biasing’’).
As for Conﬁrmation Bias, there are a couple of speciﬁc
ways to diminish its impact:


Become comfortable with disconﬁrming information.27 Engage in a deliberate effort focused
‘‘toward hypothesis-inconsistent information’’28
by purposefully looking for information that disagrees with your theories. For example, one of the
main prongs in a Daubert expert challenge is ‘‘falsiﬁability’’; a theory that has not been thoroughly
tested and the results not reproducible should not
be admitted - a direct challenge to Conﬁrmation
Bias.29 Apply the same logic to your research and
assessment of your ﬁndings. Try not to necessarily
‘‘resolve’’ the conﬂict; focus instead on weighing
the evidence more evenly. If struggling, try to
overweight the confounding information and
see if a better balance is achieved.



Ask those who are not part of the trial team to
serve separately as blunt and honest devil’s advocates.30 Have them concentrate on the merits of
the other side’s case and poke holes in yours.
Similarly, create ‘‘Red Teams’’ - a tactic borrowed
from war game theory and popular in the tech
industry. When a new product or software is
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developed, the Red Team is charged with proving
that the product will not work. Be willing and able
to expose your evaluation to rigorous questioning
and critique. Articulating the reasons why impressions may be wrong or why an idea may fail tempers Conﬁrmation Bias.31
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Conclusion

We all want to be right. Conﬁrmation Bias hinders
because it misdirects our ambition to prove we are
right. That is why our brains, naturally and subconsciously, give more weight to the evidence that supports
our convictions and dismisses the contrary. Relying
only upon that which conﬁrms can lead to an exaggerated conﬁdence in the positive ﬁndings of our research
and interpretation of the results. As long as the alternative explanation is not given equal weight during
litigation or negotiation planning, ‘‘an overestimation
of the importance of facts or events that match our
hypothesis occurs.’’32 We can become so rigidly connected to our initial opinion that we may miss the
import of the other side’s theory. We may misinterpret
even accurate information. Our assessment can then be
skewed and we miss opportunities to negotiate those
matters that should be settled, and try those that
shouldn’t. Conﬁrmation Bias, along with other cognitive biases, ultimately lead us ‘‘to a perception, judgement, or memory that reliably deviates from reality.’’33
We are literally evaluating our theories and goals from a
different set of facts from those of our counterpart,
viewing our case through rose colored glasses. However,
with a purposeful focus on disconﬁrming information,
and by creating systems that challenge our theories, we
have a better chance of overcoming Conﬁrmation Bias.
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